Yokohama? Where??? Just in case you don’t know
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6 Major Projects in 1960s

Developing new city center
Existing
commercial
city center

Shipyard and dock
to re-develop

Existing
business
city center

 Combining two existing city centers
 Providing work places for citizens

Developing factory park
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 Building factory park by land fill to relocate small or mid-size factories which were
scattered in residential area
 Building public facilities such as fire stations and kindergarten in residential area after
factories moved out

6 Major Projects in 1960s

Developing new residential district
Subway

Subway
To the City Center

 Preventing from disordered urban sprawl, ideal development with plenty of greenery
 Providing ideal housing complex for citizens connecting to the city center by subway

Developing municipal subway system
City
Center
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AGT
Factory
Park

 Filling up public transportation service in the residential
area without existing private train service, connecting
to the city center
 Contributing to the “Within 15 minutes to the train
station for everyone” policy
 Providing alternative
transportation after closing
streetcar service

6 Major Projects in 1960s

Developing express ways

Tokyo
Yokohama

 Easing serious traffic jam
within the city center
 Better access to Tokyo
 Contributing to the “Within
30 minutes to the city
center by car” policy

Building “Bay Bridge”
 Shifting distribution traffic
such as heavy trucks and
trailers from the city center
to the port area
 Monumental icon for the
waterfront city center
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City-to-City Collaboration
Government of
Thailand

Bilateral Relationship at
National Government Level

Government of
Japan

Bangkok
Metropolitan
Administration

MoU for city-to-city
technical cooperation

City of
Yokohama

Private sector
in Bangkok

Relationship in business

Private sector
in Yokohama

Collaboration for the BMA’s Low Carbon urban development
through Public-Private Partnership
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JCM projects as a scheme to make the
Climate change master plan into shape
Bangkok Master Plan
on
Climate Change
2013-2023
Implementation

Implementation

BMA

Yokohama

Sustainable Urban
Development
Technical
Cooperation

Implementation
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Drafting and
Capacitybuilding

BMA

Yokohama

Sustainable Urban
Development
Project
Implementation
(JCM Finance)

Public/Business

Business

